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Release Notes 

ClearSQL 9.1.1 (build 133)

IMPROVEMENTS
Core

Added the ability to navigate around the project using browser-like back and forward buttons. The
navigation history is available from the navigation buttons drop-down lists.

Code Editor
Added the ability to navigate to a variable, parameter, local subprogram, local type, subprogram of another
package, and dataset by pressing Ctrl+Click on the identifier.
An active line is now always highlighted even if it belongs to a suppressed block.

Project Tree
Added the Import and Export commands to the Project Tree pop-up menu.

New Project Assistant / Import Wizard / Link Manager
Added a quick filter to instantly filter the file system tree and data object tree. The filter is applied to the
already expanded nodes and to those expanded after the filter is applied.
Added the ability to break the process of items selection in the “From Files” tree.

Export Wizard
Entirely redesigned the Export Wizard window.

Oracle Forms
Added support for Record Groups.

Analyzer Progress
Redesigned the message prompting the user about too long code analysis time, and added the ability to
disable code detection and diagram generation right before the start of the analysis.

Global Search
Added the ability to toggle the search for whole words only from the drop-down menu next to the search
box. The options to open the search results in a tab or window were also moved to the drop-down menu.

CRUD Matrices
Optimized the speed of CRUD matrix generation.
Added the ability to navigate to CRUD matrices called from Call Trees.

Filter
Added a list with recent filter conditions to all the modules where the quick filter is used.

Preferences
Preprocessor options in Preferences get inactive when the Preprocessor is enabled.
The folder where the preferences are saved or from which they are loaded is now restored on the next
use.
Removed the Main Window page from Preferences as unnecessary.
Moved the option to change the position of the code editor to the Code Editor page in Preferences, and
renamed the option to “Display Code Editor below script analysis result.”
Renamed the “Code” page to “Code Editor” in Preferences.

Online Support Desk
The process of the update downloading is now indicated on the Windows taskbar.
Added the ability to attach files and images from the Clipboard.
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GUI
Renamed the “Export to/Import from” menu commands to avoid duplication in captions.

What’s New
The What’s New window is now shown only at the first application launch. To see this window each time,
clear the selection of the “Don’t show this message again” check box.

BUGS FIXED
Core

A single-line comment is now highlighted correctly when it goes after a number.
Fixed highlighting of search results in lines that include the TAB character.
The words “left”, “right”, “outer”, “inner”, and “cross” are now treated and highlighted as reserved words.
Fixed the highlighting of a literal if the opening bracket of a q-notation is followed by a break.
The error “Unable to retrieve memory usage structure” is no longer logged in the 64-bit version of the tool.
The error “TSplashSteps.SetCurrent: item not in list.” is no longer raised on the application launch.
An access violation error no longer occurs on closing the application right after it was started.

Code Analyzer
A range check error no longer occurs on trying to analyze scripts containing \&varname.

Project Tree
Fixed filtering by using wildcards.
Fixed the direction of the arrow shown in the splitter when the Project Tree panel is closed.

Analyzer View
Updated the text shown in the Analyzer View panels when no project is loaded.

Find Text / Find in Files
The progress dialog box that appears once the text replacement takes more than 5 seconds is now shown
at the top of the main window, not in the Code Editor workspace.

Analyzer Progress
When an analysis is running, click the close button in the Analyzer Progress window now shows a
message suggesting the user to break the analysis.
The options in the Analyzer Progress are now activated in the correct order on pressing TAB.

Code Review Rules
The duplicated code detector no longer detects false-positive duplicates on the sets of string/numeric
literals.

Project Report Assistant
The error “No mapping for the Unicode character exists in the target multi-byte code page” no longer
occurs on trying to generate a report with international characters in the report name or path.

Search
The instant help button is now always shown in the header of the Search tab.
Navigating to a search result item is no longer slowed down while the search is still in progress.

Analysis Logs
Fixed positioning of the drop-down list.
Added the ability to resize the Analysis Logs window.

Job and Schedule Manager
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Disabling the Preprocessor in the job’s Preferences no longer affects the state of the Preprocessor at the
application level.
It is no longer possible to save a job or schedule without a job name.

System Information
TNS_ADMIN registry values are now included in the system information.

View Differences
The “View Differences” window no longer opens on trying to compare scripts linked to a database object
that belongs to a database to which ClearSQL cannot connect.

Instrumented Code
The anonymous block numbers are now shown in the Instrumented Code tree.

Preferences
Switching off the “Insert Mode” on the Code Editor page no longer raises an access violation error on the
application launch.
Fixed the ability to load preferences from a file.




